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Thank you for your interest in our traditional New Orleans voodoo dolls. Contrary to popular belief, voodoo dolls do not need to be used to cause harm: they can be used to cast spells of love, justifiable plural spells, or even on their own for self-improvement! When casting a spell of love using voodoo
dolls, always make sure that you place a spell of love with true love in your heart and that you give love freely and that others give you their love for free. When using Voodoo Dolls for revenge spells, always make sure you're wrong through your own faults. Remember to ask that the person only hurt as
much as you do, no more, no less - using a doll to be fair and you have no way of breaking any universal law. Our complete New Orleans Voodoo Doll Kit includes one authentic Voodoo Doll. Each doll is hand-painted by Mambo Sam and Faran Matt by consecant voodoo priest Faran Matt. Each kit



contains complete ordinance instructions and all necessary equipment (dedicated pier herbs, incense, candles, oils, pins, etc.) to create dolls for the purpose of loving spells, revenge orders, lucky spells, or self-improvement orders. Your dolls are completely reusable, replacement packs for used materials
are available below. We offer all standard &amp; lux voodoo dolls. Standard dolls should be used in more mundane situations, but deluxe dolls should be used in situations where you think you need more serious and stronger help. Pictured is a blue mat pouring out a offering for the Spirit. Like all our
products, the dolls and other items in the kit are consciously prepared for you. Samantha's ™ Deluxe Voodoo Love Doll Kit, click on the image for a bigger view. Click the back button on the browser to return to this page. Deluxe love dolls are used in difficult cases, stubborn cases or when extreme force is
required. These are the most powerful voodoo doll kits available anywhere. The kit includes a large voodoo doll hand-painted by Pier Priest Parran Matt, with a secret voodoo symbol for maximum effect. These are complete voodoo doll kits and include complete ceremonial kits (candles, herbs, incense,
oils, pins, seals, etc.). Full instructions are included. If the demands for deluxe dolls are not strong enough, see the standard love dolls below. Someone used it with the love order ritual that comes with the doll to help you understand the love you have for them respond to it. This should be used with the
good intention that you will return that love fully and faithfully. You can't control someone's will with a love voodoo doll (or any kind of love spell), and you shouldn't want to! When you place our love spells, they are designed to help you send a cosmic message of love to that person, opening up a universal
love channel between you and this person so that they can respond naturally and freely. Please make sure you are doing this with true love in mind! Deluxe New Orleans Pier Revenge Doll Kit please click on the image for a larger view. Click the back button on the browser to return to this page. Please
note that revenge dolls are not a joke! This is the deluxe version, meaning that it should be used for the most serious type of incident (if you have been seriously harmed). The special rituals contained in these dolls are a very serious matter. Ogoun's priest, Blue Mat, draws each doll by hand as a symbol
of voodoo revenge. You choose the kind of curse you put on a person... Use it wisely. When you do this or any other kind of revenge spell, you should always ask that person hurt as much as you do, no more! The kit includes a large voodoo doll with a secret voodoo symbol for special powers. The kit
contains a wide range of amounts and complete instructions, including candles, herbs and oils. If the demand for deluxe dolls is not strong enough, see the standard plural dolls below. Samantha's ™ Standard New Orleans Voodoo Doll Kit Our Standard Style Voodoo Dolls are traditionally used in most
everyday situations. Love, luck, self-improvement, etc. are all part of everyday life! All our standard dolls are historically made and authentic. Each doll was not only hand-painted with a proper voodoo symbol by Pier Priest Parran Matt, but also blessed by Mambo Sam. Each kit includes 1 small doll
(smaller than a deluxe doll), complete instructions, candles, oil, herbs, etc! Pictured on the left is a standard plural doll. Each standard kit is similar to this kit, but similar to dolls and materials for your purposes. Happy house made voodoo dolls! NEW ORLEANS VOODOO LOVE DOLL KIT USED WITH
THE LOVE ORDER RITUAL THAT COMES WITH THE DOLLS SO THAT SOMEONE CAN UNDERSTAND AND RESPOND TO THE LOVE YOU HAVE FOR THEM. This should be used with the good intention that you will return that love fully and faithfully. You can't control someone's will with a love
voodoo doll! When you place a spell of love, they are designed to send a spiritual message of love to that person and to open a universal pathway of love between you and this person so that they can respond naturally and freely. If you feel the situation is very serious, see deluxe love dolls above. New
Please note that Voodoo Revenge Doll Kit is not a revenge doll farm! The special rituals contained in these dolls are a very serious matter. You choose the kind of curse you put on a person... Use it wisely. When you do this or any other kind of revenge spell, you should always ask that person hurt as
much as you do, no more! If you feel the situation is very serious, see the Deluxe Revenge Doll above. New Orleans Pier Self Improvement Doll Kit Custom Dolls Used on Your Own! Do you think you need more confidence, want to lose weight, overcome broken hearts, stop interfering with your
relationship, or other self-improvement? Order a New Orleans Voodoo Self Improvement Doll and work your magic on yourself! You name the improvements you want to make on your own. However, it's a good thing to have a separate doll for each improvement you want to make yourself. New Orleans
Pier changed the use of lucky doll kits for good luck for yourself! This is a pan-purpose lucky doll that you can use in different situations that require your best luck! When used with other dolls, it can have a stronger effect. Suitable for luck such as gambling, games of opportunity, job hunting, help to
reverse bad luck. Order below the Standard and Deluxe Voodoo Doll Replacement Pack (which doesn't include dolls!) and won't get you a doll kit. The replacement part used in the kit above. You can use the doll kit over and over again (candles, incense, etc.) that come with the kit when ordering the doll
kit above, so you may need a replacement when using what comes with the kit. Order Description Cost Standard Love Doll Replacement Pack $10.95 Standard Revenge Doll Replacement Pack $10.95 Standard Self Improvement Doll Replacement Pack $10.95 Standard Change Your Lucky Doll
Replacement Pack $10.95 Deluxe Love Doll Replacement Pack $12.95 Deluxe Revenge Doll Replacement Pack $12.95 Mambo Samantha Corfield High, all! Someone asked me www.spellmaker.com of our product line was most overlooked - have people forgotten that it can help them?  It was a really
interesting question!  :-)  This person has had a unique challenge to wonder if they have been working for a while now and they overlook something that can help them.  It really made me think and I thought I would share some of my answers with you to them, at least I could do without disclosing any
information about their case. So here's my list of overlooked products: 1. Voodoo Self Improvement Dolls: This ranks the way there for overlooked and unused products.  Most customers are very interested in changing others or changing the way others think.  :-)  No problem, The ability to change or
improve your self can be very important in some cases.  For example, let's say you were with someone and they were working on a love case that broke up with you.  You know for sure that there are some qualities about you.  There are a few things your partner expressed to you that needed a change or
they weren't worried.  Now unless we talk about your unique belief system or something very important to you, why not try to change or improve the quality for yourself?  Chances are, it's probably something you know you need to change!  ;-)  Also, let's say there's something about you that can have a
negative impact on your relationship personally, and some behavior changes you feel.  Don't be afraid to use this doll!  :-)  What if I'm working on an order like get a job (tm) or big money (tm)?  Maybe your job skills feel a little rusty, or is the interview method not perfect?  Maybe you're nervous about the
interview?  Maybe you're afraid that money and property are not for you?  Maybe you accepted your destiny as someone who didn't deserve money and wealth?  It's perfect to use self-improvement dolls to change your mind. There are many things we overlook about ourselves that can affect all sorts of
cases we are trying to do!  Remember that you are the middle part of your own case as well as those who want to influence your ordering work!  :-) 2. Cosmic Voodoo Destiny Eggs and Cosmic Voodoo Spirituality Eggs: Again, this is about self-awareness (a much overlooked topic when people are
working on spelling).   Space Pier Destiny is available in a number of useful ways to order eggs in order to work – especially love spell jobs.   How about using this egg to create the fate of the person you want to be with?  Using egg visualization and ordering techniques - you can use this tool as the
perfect outpatient task to love your ordering work - create the fate you want with you and the person you want to be with! You don't know what fate was?  Would you petition for guidance and signs to see what direction you want your life to take? Work again, work luck, order money - create that destiny! 
With outpatient tasks like Destiny Egg you can enhance the extra ordering work in this piece to start making the fate you want to live in. Spiritual eggs can also be used in different ways for many different goals as well.  One thing that is very common is that people are very hurt, angry, lost when they start
working on orders, too, too, when the case continues longer than anyone would like.  We lose faith, we lose energy, we start to lose faith ourselves!  Spiritual eggs are the perfect way to go. Your spiritual energy, no matter what you are trying to do!  If you feel you can't work for you using spiritual eggs to
gain spiritual strength, improve spiritual energy, and deepen your spiritual understanding, work your spells (and your life in general!) It's a great way to improve. 3. High Zone Conqueror Root Bag: Many people use root bags.  But many people don't use it, they don't know what it's for or how they can help. 
High John Root back is one of those things that I think should be someone who is trying to do magic on a regular basis!  High John Root is traditionally used to enhance all magic!  It also maps with personal luck and protection mechanisms.  It is something people should keep for the rest of their life, and it
tends to take on their own living energy.  A lot of people just won't be without their own!  I've been talking to you personally for about 40 years.  :-)  Simply being used to wear altars to enhance magic, bring luck and guidance, and strengthen your own personal magic skills are some of the ways to use this
bag.  4.Holy Hyssop Bath Additive: Surely this does not replace anything like damball white bath milk.  However, not all circumstances warrant a complete white bath.  Feeling a temporary flood of negative emotions or just going down or just needing a quick rejuvenation!  This is where holy hyosup bath
additives can come in!  It is a good thing to lean down for a quick bath, refresh the energy, and eliminate the negativity of the day.  This can definitely keep you from building negative energy, especially if you have already had a white bath!   5. New Orleans Voodoo Lucky Doll: This special doll is really an
understatement!  It's the perfect way to bring more luck to the situation you're working on - love, money, etc.  It is a doll that you can use all of the time to keep around and strengthen the situation.  Want to see who you're working on?  Perform a quick session with this doll in advance.  Are you
interviewed?  Again, have a quick session with this doll.  It's not something you have to do every day, but it's definitely something that falls into the category of situation magickal - you have to influence certain situations at certain times to improve your chances of success at the right moment.  :-)  This is a
product that you can just keep around and take out when you know you are going into a situation where you can use some luck! Therefore, there are a few things that can be very helpful, such as working with routine orders, improving tasks, and enhancing outpatient tasks.  :-) Thank you to the customer
who asked the question at first!  It had really made me :-) Love, light, peace, mambo Samantha Corfieldwww.spellmaker.com all! We were recently talking about outpatient work in spellmaker's office. This is the job you do to improve, or not only, the main ordering job. I wanted to cover the use of voodoo
love dolls (deluxe or generic) with other Spellmaker products. Love Doll is one of the most effective products you can use for your love case. Just Love Doll itself, even without using it in combination work, is a powerful tool for communicating directly with your HD (desire of the heart, call the person we
work with). Dolls are a direct pipeline to hd's high self. So of course, when combined with other products using dolls, those two products up the efficacy! :-) One of my favorite pieces is a love doll with a cosmic voodoo healing egg. In most cases, something needs to be healed within the relationship you
are trying to have or perhaps yourself. When you combine a healing egg with a love doll, you're really doubling its healing power. For example, if the person performing the spelling task has a fear of commitment; You would think it needs healing. By setting up a space voodoo egg ritual and a love doll
ritual at the same time, you have a level of power way there! ;-) A lot of things in a relationship that you can think of aren't necessarily considered something that healing can actually respond to healing! What if HD had eyes wandering towards another partner? You can actually do that with healing your
own desires for others! (Now such healing will definitely require combination work!) Can't rely on HD? You can work with healing what you can't trust using your egg and doll combinations! So the trick is to look at what you may consider negative characteristics in your HD and consider it as a disease that
will be healed. Another great way to use love dolls in combination is with various image candles! Using one image candle represents HD and one image represents HD using candles, and using it with your love doll is great! You can do this red, white, pink, or green image candle according to what you are
trying to achieve! For example: Let's say you want to fix some heavily negative events that happened between you and your HD. This is especially useful if you feel like you've probably gone past negativity. HD has more to it than you. It will help you, but two of the three products will be aimed at HD since
it will put more of your energy on HD:-) Now of course you have all been introduced to our new Sex Magic product now! Using love dolls and sex magic candles is a great way to greatly improve your sexual energy work. If your sex life has flags on hunting or doesn't even exist, using sex nmagick and
dolls will definitely boost things. In addition, using this sexual energy with the love energy of a doll brings relationship energy to a very intimate level, right where you want it! Of course, there are many other ways to use love dolls along with other products! :-) If you are not sure how to do this, contact your
case worker. If you have some other ideas of outpatient work, please leave a comment below! I'd love to see your ideas too! Love, Light, Peace, and the mambo fountain use of this website and/or Spellmaker products and services make up your consent to our Terms of Service Privacy Policy:
www.spellmaker.com, Voodoo Boutique, Sheer Goddess and all related subsidiaries will not collect, sell or use your information for any reason other than the spread of normal business. We will only use your information in a way that you allow, and only if you specifically allow it, such as choosing things
like newsletters. Your information will not be shared with external parties for any reason. Our work and use of the service is very confidential in nature. Your personal information is always respected and protected. Copyright © 1995-present, Samantha and Matthew Corfield, Pier Boutique ®This page is for
Papa Rabas, allegva ragril™ for the store. Ragril™.
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